
SPECI.H,T MEASURES
This month, Jim Masterson director at Tri-Sphere, supptiers of

Gtobatjig Systems, exptains why recatibration is no substitute for
service and maintenance.

Chassis straightening equipment is berng maintained
more efficientty, bodyshop staff are less fatigued and

efficiency [evets are higher than they were beforehand:

these are typicat of the good resu[ts that can be achieved

when equipment recatibration services are canied out in

association with a service and repair.

Recent visits f rom the Tri-Sphere reca[ibration team to
bodyshops in the Midlands, the north west of Engtand

and Yorkshire have proved testament to that theory.

Danger signs

ln one instance, damage to the crossbeams of a jig were
observed as part of the initiaI inspection. These can be

danger signs. A check of the bodyshop's equipment
inventory quickty established that no 'down-pu[[' put[eys

were listed. This meant that the most [ike[y cause of the

scratches was inappropriate use of the putting chains.

ln this lnstance the bodyshop manager agreed that a

specialist down-pu[[ puttey was needed. lt was the best

way to eradicate a basic error. The issue was resolved.

As an additional safety measure, staff were advised to

be sure to fit safety cables for every pu[t. Where to stand

- and where it is never safe to stand - were the subjects
of a more general discussion.

Hard work

An equipment service is designed to restore efficiency
and extend the operationat tife of the invesiment.
Running repairs may or may not be required.

ln another example bodyshop staff were working harder
at setting up the jig than they shou[d have been.

A lack of servicing and constant use can cause worn
bearings. Stiff and worn bearings make hard work
for jig operators. Graduatstiffness when stiding

brackets into position soon becomes accepted as
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Chains are sometimes wrapped around the crossbeam, it was clear from the condition of the tapes on the

to provide anchor points for downward pulls. lt's a measuring system at another bodyshop that no re-

dangerous short-cut. Chain damage is a potentiaI hazard catibration cou[d be canied out untess reptacements

if the chain becomes fatigued. persistent misuse of were insialled. As a Gtobatjig Systems specialist, these

chains in this way increaies safety risks. lt compromises were supptied and fitted on the spot. Re-calibration took

both the accuracy and quatity of repairs. ptace without further delay'

norma[. Manoeuvrabitity is gradually impaired but the

deterioration is often imperceptibte. More and more
effort seems to be needed to set up the jig. The stress
levets of users can increase. Frustration sets in as set up

times increase.

With the bearings replaced and manoeuvrabitity
restored, bodyshop staff were surprised by how littte
effort was needed to set up the jig. The solution made a

significant contribution towards a reduction of the work
load of the staff.

Corrective action

Poor condition of tapes wi[[ always compromise the

accuracy of measuring systems. At best, a damaged

or broken tape involves a delay white a replacement is

sought. At worst, staff'make do'with what they have

and inaccuracies occur. Vehicte safety is compromised.

One cornplete process

'l take the view that the service, repair and reca[ibration
of chassis straightening systems are at[ vitaI parts of
the same maintenance procedure. They are not mutua[[y
exclusive activities or independent procedures that can

be separated without detrimentaI consequences for the

equipment, the vehicle and ultimately, the driver,'said
Jim.

The cotlective re-calibration of one for a[[ and alt for one
price of bodyshop and garage equipment may seem like
a cost-effective way to manage overa[[ maintenance but

these experiences show that this is not the case.

Jim said, 'Such service providers rarety have the

expertise to recognise a problem and are un[ikely to
have either the skitts or the rep[acement parts to detiver

a sotution. And uttimately, you end up with one large

invoice instead of a few sma[[er ones spread throughout
the year.'


